CHAPTER-2
BASIC RIGHTS OF A CITIZEN

The basic need of every citizen is all his economic perspectives remain sound and his social
life is respected. Going by such rules every citizen wants a compatibility with the system such that all
his works are satisfied in a smooth fashion. For full compatibility with the system a basic human
rights charter should be drafted to be worked upon by all politicians, administrators, businessman etc.
In this human rights charter will be encompassed basic rights of a citizen such that a network of
understanding and bondage will be created. We will discuss some of the rights of the citizen in this
association.
Amongst the first need of a citizen for living in a society is the right to information. He is well
informed of all happenings in his family as well as well informed of market aptitudes with general
information about the country with its culture and daily events. For living in a society every person
should be well acquainted with all right information’s of all kinds. He is given free understanding of
market places, of political happenings, of country’s daily events and of large a pool of understanding
of general information’s which may be shared by all people. Such free understanding of all events
around him and at other places will bring about general complacency in all citizens thus will bring
about the best of every citizen. Hence we see that the right to information is the first basic need of a
citizen such that he expresses himself freely in the society while entailing a free and just society.
Therefore a large information network should be created which will authorize the citizen’s important
information’s. This large information network can be a political party, a newspaper, radio channel or a
T.V. channel. For all important information to reach to the common people a semblance of unity and
thought based on fairness with truthfulness be in clause as first fundamental attitude of all people.
There should be fairness in behavior propelled by spirit of service in mind. If such attitudes are
inculcated in all citizens a large bound network of information can be created. All citizens should
inculcate such habits as such these attitudes will bring about smoothness in work culture and
efficiently working society will be created.
Another human right is that the citizen be authorized with such precepts that some of the
hindrances in his path while entailing a free and just society are smoothened out by the efficiency of
the social culture. As for example inter-caste marriage, religious biases, political association all such
grounds be neglected while entailing a free life. Under free life conditions he is allowed to carry out
all his works under such backdrops and these backdrops do not fall prey in his work culture. He is

allowed to associate with any caste, religion, political party and he be given full rights in his life while
no negative biases should be based with him. A system should be created where such hindrances in
his path of life are removed. Such attitudes will bring about efficiency in work culture and a sound
system of integration with unity will be created which will enforce strength of thought and expression
while abounding the life cycle for all. A human right such as this that he will not be negatively clause
under such circumstances should be authorized. A positive attitude towards negative biases should be
inculcated to provide food to those people who are all citizens of the same country. Some of the
ethical works are not clause proper in all societies and he is not given adequate favor for his works.
Such grounds should be removed by efficiency of social culture and he be given full favors for his
works.
A fully compatible system is one where every person has recourse to livelihood and there is
number of opportunities in the life of a person. Thus a basic right of a citizen should be in clause as he
is provided livelihood under the government. Therefore a social system may be created such that
every person understands the economic needs of oneself and others such that prosperity is achieved by
way of cooperation among each other and necessities are rewarded in a proper fashion. The technical
field provides constant input of technological products in the markets and thus this field should be
adequately served for constant inputs into the markets such that a pool of opportunities is always
available for all people to solve their employment and livelihood problems which will create a proper
system of maintaining recourses to economic needs for all persons.
The technical field provides vast number of opportunities to the people by way of new
products and services such that the basic needs of providing livelihood to the upcoming generations
can be solved thus recourse to livelihood for new generations can be achieved only by technological
inputs into the system by way of engaging large number of technical persons into the system. Thus a
basic right of the citizen under a government should be he is provided recourse to livelihood and thus
technical field of the country is maintained systematic with sound perspectives.
Intellectual rights of a citizen under a government should be adequately respected. The
transformation of any society is brought about by intellectual persons. If there is no intellect in the
society the society remains fragile and thus will perish under wrong circumstances. The intellectual
right of a citizen under a government is that he be given adequate honor and economic advantage such
that he remains whole heartedly involved with his work. He is not bothered by the ups and downs in
the social livings thus economic perspectives do not bother his social life. The whole process of social
life and business life is carried out by providing constant inputs into the system such that short
comings of the system can be improved. These inputs are provided by persons of intellect and
creativity such that smooth transformation to new prospects can be easily achieved. Henceforth if
intellectually and creativity is not adequately honored there will be shortage of inputs thus as such

whole cycle of life will be affected. If constant innovative technical inputs are not provided into the
life cycle and the new technical challenges are not adopted in proper fashion by providing constant
support to technical persons we cannot ensure productivity. Therefore intellectual rights of the citizen
under a government should be adequately honored.
Another basic right of a citizen under a government should be that every citizen is provided
free and fair justice based system. All citizens should be provided with free and fair justice such that
his life cycle remains sound thus an efficient social system is created. If justice is not provided to all
citizens than there remains stiffness in his life and his social as well as economic life is jeopardized.
Efficiently working social system by inculcating habits of service with truth in channels of social life
such as political parties, administration and general public should be created such that proper justice
can be imparted to all needy persons. If justice is provided to all citizens there will be no social
turmoil and efficiency of the system improves while higher grounds in economically feasible social
life is achievable which will enforce strength of new life for the people and thus will entail a social
order which can withstand any unfortunate circumstances which may jeopardize the social livings of
the persons.

